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News
 Gov. Gary Herbert signed 55 bills 
into law Monday, including one 
allowing execution by firing squad 
as an alternative method of capital 
punishment.
 Sponsored by a Republican House 
and Senate representative, the bill 
allows the use of f iring squad if the 
drugs needed for a lethal injection 
are unavailable.
 Sen. Lyle Hillyard, R-Logan, said 
he fully supports the bill and antic-
ipated that the governor would sign 
it, but would like to see progress on 
broadening what compounds can be 
used for lethal injections.
 “I’m not a doctor (and) I don’t 
know anyting about this, but I’ve 
had doctors tell me that there’s lots 
of different chemicals (that can be 
used),” Hillyard said.
 The governor’s off ice asked 
Hillyard a few years ago to carry a 
bill that would broaden that defini-
tion, but the bill never became pub-
lic due to this session’s f iring squad 
legislation. 
 Rep. Ed Redd, R-Logan, said an 
underlying issue, besides whether 
or not capitol punishment should 
be legal, is how to make the drugs 
needed for a lethal injection more 
available. Because of the European-
led boycott of lethal injection drugs, 
a growing number of pharmaceuti-
cal companies are unable to export 
the compounds, making it difficult 
for the state to attain them.
 “The question is, how do we take 
care of that in the state of Utah?” 
Redd said. “My understanding is 
that it’s a diff icult, complicated 
manner to get the drug to cause the 
lethal injection, at least in the cur-
rent system.”
 Although Hillyard and Redd agree 
that alternative compounds can be 
used to create a lethal injection, 
Redd said the use of f iring squads is 
unnecessary.
 “We put men on the moon and 
have amazing technology, but we 
can’t f igure out how to take a per-
son’s life? That’s a complicated 
approach.”
 Redd said as a physician, he’s had 
experience with gun shot wounds 
that to him suggest that death by 
firing squad may not be as quick or 
painless as some may believe.
 “Inf licting unnecessary pain on 
another human being…but in the 
process of deciding that we’re going 
to stop them from living, do we have 
to be violent?” he said. “Do we have 
to inf lict enormous amounts of pain 
during that process?”
 Several members of USU 
Democrats weighed in on the issue 
via email to The Utah Statesman, 
but most noted their take on the 
legality of the death penalty in gen-
eral.
 “At f irst I understand passing 
the bill for f iring squads because 
past drugs used for injections are 
hard to acquire and experimenting 
with new ones has been disastrous,” 
wrote Calvin Makelky, sophomore 
majoring in statistics. “But come 
on we’re better than this. It’s insane 
we’re still arguing over how best to 
kill people when the death penal-
ty is outdated, ineffective, unfair-
ly applied, and arguably cruel and 
unusual.”
 Utah stopped offering the choice 
of f iring squad to inmates on death 
row in 2004. Hillyard emphasized 
that the legislation passed Monday 
does not reinstate that choice and 
that a f iring squad will only be used 
if a lethal injection is unavailable.
 Although some students may not 
be invested in the legislative actions 
of Utah representatives, Redd said 
students should be aware of these 
issues.
 “The future generations are you,” 
he said. “(It’s) the 18, 19, 20-year-old 
people at Utah State University that 
will be living with the consequences 
of the laws we pass right now.”
 — manda.perkins@hotmail.com
 Twitter: @perkins_manda
 A member of Utah 
State University’s chapter 
of Pi Kappa Alpha frater-
nity was accused of sexu-
al abuse Tuesday. He was 
questioned by the police 
and booked in jail that 
night.
 Several women have 
come forward, but only 
one has “cooperated” 
with the investigation 
so far, said Capt. Tyson 
Budge of the Logan City 
Police Department.
 “He confessed to the 
act so he was booked into 
the Cache County Jail on 
a second-degree felony 
of forceful sexual abuse,” 
Budge said.
 Ryan Wray, 26, who 
was president of Pi 
Kappa Delta in the 2013-
14 school year, met bail 
the $10,000 bail and was 
released. The court date 
has not been scheduled.
 “Obviously these are 
extremely serious alle-
gations and we always 
respond immediately to 
any complaint of student 
sexual assault,” said Tim 
Vitale, executive director 
of public relations and 
marketing at USU.
 Initially Vitale said 
that Wray would meet 
with administration 
Wednesday afternoon. 
However he did not get 
back to the university 
and the meeting did not 
happen.
 Krystin Deschamps, 
student conduct coor-
dinator and assessment 
specialist at USU, said 
the incident report will 
be investigated by the 
university’s Title IX coor-
dinator and the off ice 
of student services. 
Following the investiga-
tion, the Title IX coor-
dinator will report what 
she finds to the office of 
student services.
 If the off ice of stu-
dent services determines 
a policy of the student 
code of conduct has been 
violated, then they will 
issue sanctions against 
the student or potentially 
the fraternity.
 “All students have the 
right to due process and 
so we can’t take an action 
against a student with-
out giving the student 
a chance to present his 
or her side of the story,” 
Deschamps said.
 — dahdahjm@gmail.com
Editor’s note: This is part two 
of a three-part series on suicide. 
A previous article discussed sta-
tistics and potential causes of 
suicide, while this story focuses 
on how people have dealt with 
suicide. The last article will focus 
on resources available. If you or 
someone you know is experienc-
ing suicidal thoughts, please call 
the National Suicide Prevention 
Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255.
 Students and faculty gath-
ered together last month to 
mourn a USU student who 
committed suicide.
 Tailor Dunigan, a senior 
majoring in criminology and 
friend of the student, helped 
plan the service. She said deal-
ing with depression and suicid-
al thoughts is difficult because 
it’s hard for people to admit 
how they’re feeling and when 
they need help, but it’s import-
ant.
 “The biggest thing for them 
and myself personally is to be 
more open about things and 
more welcoming to support 
from people,” Dunigan said.
 She said she knows of at least 
two recent incidents of suicide 
that have affected people on 
campus, but feels students 
might be afraid to discuss 
it because they are afraid of 
saying something wrong. She 
said the negative stigma that 
accompanies topics of suicide 
and depression also make it a 
difficult subject to approach.
 Dunigan said regardless of 
fears, these topics need to be 
discussed.
 “It shouldn’t be something 
that is just swept under the 
rug,” she said.
 Dunigan, who has had per-
sonal experience with suicidal 
tendencies in friends, family 
and even herself, said people 
going through something 
serious like suicide ideation 
become mentally or emotion-
ally “withdrawn,” even if they 
don’t project it outwardly. She 
feels it’s important for friends 
to “be more in contact with 
them” and spend time with 
them, even if it’s studying in 
the library together.
 David Bush, director of 
Counseling and Psychological 
Services, said the effects of an 
individual’s actions go beyond 
themselves, but friends should 
not feel responsible when 
someone else makes a choice.
 “It’s important for students 
to understand that you can’t 
control another human being’s 
action,” he said. “We do every-
thing in our power to help a 
person find hope, but I think 
it’s an illusion to think that we 
can prevent any kind of self 
harm.”
 Krystin Deschamps, student 
conduct coordinator in the 
USU Student Services Office, 
said friends and roommates 
often come to her looking for 
answers.
 “I do not in any way, shape 
or form want to indicate that if 
you feel suicidal you shouldn’t 
talk to your friends because 
absolutely, you should,” she 
said. “A lot of friends and 
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Students and faculty address coping with suicide
DAVID BUSH OPENS his ‘hope box.’ Bush is the director of Counseling and 
Psychological Services and keeps a hope box for all of the things he thinks are worth living 
for in discouraging times.
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EC votes to add position, 
remove depth requirement
USUSA Executive Council 
passed three articles of legis-
lation Tuesday.
 Student Alumni 
Association position on EC
 The USUSA Executive 
Council voted 9-1 to add the 
position of student alumni 
association president to the 
council under the title of 
USUSA student alumni vice 
president. A special election 
will be held before the end 
of the school year for the stu-
dent body to vote if they want 
the change.
 Should the student body 
support it, the position of stu-
dent alumni vice president 
will be voted on by the stu-
dent body in spring of 2016 
for the 2016-17 school year. 
The position, which currently 
is appointed, will also have 
different responsibilities and 
allowances as a part of the EC.
 One of the primary rea-
sons for the change is to bring 
the SAA and USUSA together 
in the planning of activities 
and traditions. Currently tra-
4By Jeffrey Dahdah
news editor
Correction:
In Tuesday’s paper it was reported 
that Matt Bowen did not break his 
C5 vertabrae, only bruised and com-
pressed it. Bowen in fact did break his 
C5 vertabrae in his accident which in 
turn buised and compressed his spi-
nal cord. 
jSee USUSA, Page 7
jSee SUICIDE, Page 2
 The Utah State University 
chapter of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers show-
cased their robot last week 
at the Student Professional 
Development Conference in Las 
Vegas.
 The students spent time 
outside of class building the 
robot, which is capable of car-
rying items through an obstacle 
course. 
 “It’s pretty cool to see it all 
come together and work,” said 
Matt Schuman, vice president 
of ASME. “We had a team of 
about 10 guys, and some people 
had different qualifications that 
they could bring to the table.”
 In past years the chapter has 
sent two students to the confer-
ence but hasn’t competed. This 
year they sent 12 with students 
taking part in multiple compe-
titions.
 It took the students three 
months to build the robot. They 
were constantly making chang-
es and tinkering with items such 
as the motor, gearbox and door.
 “Nothing really went as 
planned, but we looked at the 
problem, analyzed it and found 
some solutions to fix some 
things,” said Tim Brenner, a 
junior.
 Despite spending many 
hours on the project and chang-
ing the robot several times, the 
students said they felt satisfied 
with their work.
 Students were asked to build 
a robot that could carry food 
to survivors in the aftermath 
of a natural disaster. Some said 
that was the thing they enjoyed 
most — creating something 
that could serve a real world 
purpose.
 “(It was) a scaled-down ver-
sion, obviously, so (it) wouldn’t 
make it through 10 feet of a tsu-
nami area, nor does it have the 
battery life for it,” Brenner said. 
“But I definitely think making a 
full-size vehicle would be pretty 
beneficial, especially for nucle-
ar power plants like the one in 
Fukushima.”
 To simplify the building pro-
cess, small aspects of the proj-
ect were delegated to different 
students. While some students 
were concerned exclusively with 
the robot itself, others took on 
complementary tasks.
 But the students made it clear 
that the creation of the robot 
and project as a whole was a 
very detailed process.
 “It’s a lot more than people 
think at first glance,” Brenner 
said. “There’s a whole bunch of 
stuff beneath the skin that you 
don’t see and take for granted, 
just like with your car.”
 The students hope to com-
pete in the Student Professional 
Development Conference again 
next year.
 — levi.henrie@
aggiemail.usu.edu
 A Utah State University 
Regional Campus fee 
for the Blue Goes Green 
grant was rejected by USU 
President Stan Albrecht.
 The proposed fee was 
75 cents per credit, capped 
at $9, The fee was rejected 
for having a cap, which is 
against university policy 
for fees which are paid per 
credit.
 The initial proposal 
missed the Jan. 28 dead-
line to be submitted to 
Vice President for Student 
Services James Morales, 
therefore the executive 
committee didn’t have time 
to properly examine the 
proposal before taking it to 
a vote across the Regional 
Campus student body, said 
Dave Woolstenhulme, vice 
provost of USU.
 “There just wasn’t the 
time for the proper vet-
ting,” Woolstenhulme said.
 The fee was passed by 
the Regional Campus stu-
dent body by eight votes 
after 252 students voted.
 “I think if we would have 
(had) it in by the dead-
line that would have been 
caught,” said Chris Dayley, 
student services coordina-
tor for USU regional cam-
puses and distance educa-
tion.
 As a result, when the new 
fee proposal was sent to 
Albrecht on Feb. 27, it was 
denied. Woolstenhulme 
said that because the stu-
dents voted on the fee with 
the cap written in, taking 
off the cap would be misin-
formation.
 “We just wanted to be 
very clear to the students 
what it is that they are vot-
ing on,” Woolstenhulme 
said.
 Blue Goes Green, fund-
ed by student fees, awards 
grants for students who 
present ideas to make USU 
environmentally, econom-
ically and socially sustain-
able. Some examples have 
been clearly marked recy-
cling bins and water bottle 
filling stations.
 The Blue Goes Green 
fee for Logan campus is 9 
cents per credit starting at 
$2. Woolstenhulme said 
the reason the Regional 
Campuses fee was larger 
per credit was because there 
are less students attending 
Regional Campuses, mak-
ing it difficult to award 
grants to student sustain-
ability projects without 
more funding.
 “Part of the reason I’m 
sure is the sheer number of 
students,” Woolstenhulme 
said. “To be able to gen-
erate enough fees for the 
regional campuses to do 
much with the fee.”
 Initially the proposal 
was given to the Regional 
Campus Fee Board by Blue 
Goes Green with a $10 cap, 
which was later taken down 
to $9 by the board.
 The fee is expected to be 
proposed to the Regional 
Campus Fee Board again 
next year and taken to a 
vote, this time without the 
cap.
 “I would be very sur-
prised if they don’t bring 
it up again next year,” 
Woolstenhulme said. “We 
just want them to have 
good, clean, clear informa-
tion that they are voting 
on.”
 The fee would have been 
split up proportionately 
by number of students to 
the four campuses, Tooele, 
Moab, Brigham City and 
Uintah Basin.
   —dahdahjm@
gmail.com
HILLSIDE MANOR
newly remodeled luxury apartments
• 8 Private Bedrooms, Fully Furnished
• Desk Bed and Bookcase in each Bedroom
• TV, DVD, VCR
• 2 New Modern Kitchens
• Laundry Facilities 
• Large Living Room
• Cable TV Jacks in each Bedroom
• Wireless Internet Service
• Air Conditioning
• No Parking Hassles
• Across the Street From Campus
For more information call Darla • (435) 770-0900 • darladclark@comcast.net
‘Blue Goes Green’ 
fee rejected for now
4By Jeffrey Dahdah
news editor
THE WATER BOTTLE FILLING stations on campus were part of a Blue Goes 
Green Grant award.
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Robots in Vegas
4By Levi Henrie
senior writer
(LtoR) JESSE LONG, Orrin Pope and Tim Brenner tend to their robot with the 
rest of the USU chapter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Kylee Larsen photo
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Tweets of the Week
@tiffkaylene  
School has me considering alternative career choices like idk stripping
@NadirTekarli  
Ted Cruz is running for president. RT if  u cri evrytiem
@tylerhunsakr  
Well now that 1D’s breaking up we can FINALLY (hopefully) get 
some solo material from the only direction that matters--Harry.
@ThisIsMikeRees  
Shout out to the homies who were way tight with me the month before 
elections, and now won’t make eye contact with me
@irieoh
Dear professors,
Why do you have office hours if  you don’t even go to them? Give 
me your office if  you’re not going to use it.
roommates (are not) equipped 
to know how to handle stu-
dents or friends or family 
members who are seriously 
depressed, and so ... they come 
to me and say, ‘I’m worried 
about my friend. I don’t know 
how to handle it.’”
 Sheree Haggan, a multicul-
tural program coordinator 
in the Access and Diversity 
Center, said the best way to 
approach a friend who may be 
having thoughts of self harm is 
to be honest and humble.
 She said when possible, 
practicing the conversation 
ahead of time, especially with 
a therapist, is ideal because it 
will come across in a less-judg-
mental and caring manner.
 It’s not helpful to approach 
someone in an arrogant man-
ner, accusing those who are 
suicidal of being “selfish,” 
she said. Rather, it’s better to 
recognize that this person is 
hurting and be honest, even if 
that means telling them you’re 
scared to have the conversa-
tion.
 “I’m not a therapist or a psy-
chologist, but I have dealt with 
a lot of mental health issues,” 
Haggan said. “I know that 
when people had that conversa-
tion with me, it made a differ-
ence when they were humble. 
... I just felt like (since) you’re 
being vulnerable with me, I can 
be vulnerable with you.”
 Murray Cote, who will be a 
student studying criminal jus-
tice this summer, said suicide 
is something he’s dealt with for 
most of his life. He said he’s had 
several family members and 
friends commit suicide and has 
attempted himself “numerous 
times.”
 He said aspects like fami-
ly life, life at home, life away 
from home and relationships 
have been factors that accumu-
late and influence his state of 
mind.
 “It’s not something that just 
hits you one day, you know, 
like, my life is shit,” he said.
 Cote said getting to the 
point of suicide ideation was a 
gradual process.
 “A big aspect of it is definite-
ly, I’ve noticed, loneliness,” he 
said. “A lot of people don’t feel 
like they connect with people.”
 Bush said when people are 
at low points in their lives they 
often forget their reasons for 
living.
 For discouraging times, 
Bush keeps a “hope box,” con-
taining specific items that 
remind him of what he has 
to live for. Tangible items in 
the box represent aspects of 
life that matter to him, such as 
his love for music, a gift from 
a granddaughter and the first 
thing he bought with his own 
money when he was a boy.
 “When we get to our dark 
space if we can hold onto 
something, it gives us maybe 
just enough energy to make it 
through the night and into the 
next day,” he said. 
“I think everybody needs a 
hope box.”
 For more information on 
resources for students through 
CAPS, visit www.usu.edu/
counseling. To submit a stu-
dent of concern report, visit 
www.usu.edu/campussafety/
reportingstudents.cfm.
 — m.noble@
aggiemail.usu.edu
Suicide
From Page 2
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Two new exhibits arrive at the Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of  Art
Art to art
Annie Hall photo
LILLIAN VALEIKA (LEFT) EXAMINES a piece from the “ARTsySTEM: The Changing Climates of the Arts and Sciences” 
exhibit during the opening reception Thursday, March 19. Dorothy Vogel (above) stands near her contribution to the museum.
Kylee Larsen photo
 A new exhibit in the art muse-
um poses the question of  whether 
art and science mix by exploring 
the relationships between the arts 
and the STEM fields of  science, 
technology, engineering and 
math.
 “It was my desire to showcase 
art and science integrated, not 
just at the end but also at the 
inception of  scientific investiga-
tion,” said Mark Koven, co-cura-
tor to the exhibit “ARTsySTEM: 
The Changing Climates of  the 
Arts and Sciences” displayed in 
the Nora Eccles Harrison Muse-
um of  Art.
 Koven wanted to show how art 
can be used as an integral tool for 
solving problems both regionally 
and globally by showing ways that 
artists and scientists can work to-
gether.
 “A lot of  the artists are either 
influenced by the scientists or 
they’re working directly in sci-
ence areas,” said James Hansen, a 
landscape architecture junior and 
museum employee. “They’re do-
ing their own research and that’s 
a part of  their work.”
 Mediums in the exhibit ranged 
from lithographs, video installa-
tions and oil paintings to sculp-
tures, diagrams and mixed media.
 Subjects varied as well as artists 
focused on showcasing ecologi-
cal and environmental situations 
both historically and contempo-
rarily.
 “You’ll see pieces that were 
done 30 years ago that talk about 
water usage, land erosion, de-
struction of  the environment,” 
Koven said, “but actually come 
out with plans to fix them where 
they worked with ecologists or 
4By Miranda Lorenc
senior writer
jSee ART, Page 4
Business students make a splash
STUDENTS FROM THE MANAGEMENT 3110 CLASS DUNK FOR DONATIONS.  JR Nemelka splashes into the tank (left), Frank Shuman sends someone into the 
water (middle) and Keaton Perkins take aim at the target (right) outside the Taggart Student Center on Wednesday. Participants paid to dunk volunteers in the tank with the proceeds 
donated to Common Ground Outdoor Adventures to buy life jackets. Common Ground is an organization that provides outdoor recreational activities to people with disabilities. 
Nemelka, a student in the management class, organized the dunk tank event and said it may make another appearance next week if the weather is warmer and donations come in.
Kyle Todecheene photo
 Have you ever seen an app 
while browsing the play store and 
thought, “Who would use that?” 
Well, never fear Aggies. I have 
gone through that process for 
you and have found three apps 
that are super useful even if they 
are weird.
Akatu Fake Shower (iOS) 4.5/5: 
Ever been on a date or at a dinner 
party and the bathroom wall is 
paper thin? In the past, you may 
have turned on the faucet to have 
a sort of “audio privacy” helping 
you out but wasting water in the 
process. This app simulates the 
sound of faucets, showers, etc., 
and you can control the settings 
to make it sound just like you 
want. It also keeps track of how 
much water it would have used 
to make that sound and adds it 
up, making you environmentally 
aware. So, if you’re a fan of going 
green or want to avoid embar-
rassing situations, this app is for 
you.
Ethan (iOS) 3.5/5: Sometimes 
you can’t ask friends or family for 
advice because it’s embarrassing 
or personal. If you crave guid-
ance but want it from a stranger, 
you need not search any longer. 
Ethan is a simple app that lets you 
do one of two things: Be an Ethan 
or talk to an Ethan. You can give 
advice or ask it, and you’ll get that 
wisdom you always wanted.  
 There is also an app called Sa-
mantha if you feel uncomfortable 
asking questions to fictional male 
and would rather ask a fictional 
female. The answers can be slow 
in coming, so multiple choice 
is best. Also, no one is trained 
so the advice could be horrible. 
Another caution is that it is not 
regulated, so offensive language 
could occur. That being said, it’s 
fun, and if you want to pass on 
wisdom or just chat, I would rec-
ommend it to you.
Talented Toilets (iOS) 5/5: The 
amount of enjoyment I have got-
ten out of this app is shamefully 
Riley 
Thompson
What’s 
app 
with 
that?
jSee APPS, Page 4
Three weird apps you didn’t know you needed
DR. ALEXANDER STEWART
DR. MITCHELL OHRINER
DR. LARISA KINGSTON MANN
DR. ARAM SINNREICH
& TECHNOLOGY 
SYMPOSIUM 
MARCH 28, 2015
AESTHETIC, CULTURAL, AND
 LEGAL ISSUES SURROUNDING 
TECHNOLOGY IN HIP HOP
1:30 - 5:00 PM
FAV 150
CHASE FINE ARTS CENTER | USU CAMPUS
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
SPONSORED BY THE TANNER TRUST FOR UTAH UNIVERSITIES
ALSO FEATURING A PERFORMANCE BY
MARCH 28, 8PM
NORA ECCLES HARRISON MUSEUM OF ART
DJ RIPLEY
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 A single light illuminates a 
couple sitting at a kitchen table. 
Holding hands, they both stare 
with a haggard, grimly-deter-
mined expression into a spot 
beyond the stage. As the lights 
fade, their silhouettes remain.
 “Rabbit Hole,” a Pulitzer 
Prize-winning play written by 
David Lindsay-Abaire, pre-
miered at Utah State University 
on Tuesday at the Fine Arts Cen-
ter. It was a play about “grief, 
but more a play about a family 
trying to find love through the 
hard time of  this grief,” said di-
rector Jason Spelbring.
 The play revolves around 
Howie and Becca Corbett, a 
married couple experiencing 
the aftermath of  the death of  
their only son, Danny. Neither 
parent is able to cope well in the 
beginning. Becca tries to get rid 
of  or put away anything that 
reminds her of  Danny, while 
Howie is unwilling to part with 
anything that belonged to their 
son.
 While incorporating a sim-
plistic cast of  Becca’s mother, 
Nat, Becca’s sister, Izzy, and 
Jason, the driver of  the car that 
ran over and killed Danny, emo-
tions build and ebb throughout 
the play. Sarina Mountcastle, 
a freshman majoring in music 
education and biological an-
thropology, said her boyfriend 
was in the play, and she came 
prepared with tissues in hand.
 “Seeing it all put together, 
and not just him, was a lot more 
dramatic than I thought it was 
going to be,” Mountcastle said. 
“You know, a lot more pow-
erful. It really showed family 
problems.”
 In order to recuperate from 
the emotions exhibited during 
his performance, actor Kenny 
Bordieri, a junior who portrays 
the character Howie, said he 
has multiple ways to shake off  
the emotion.
 “I cook,” Bordieri said. “I like 
to go home, and I like to cook 
a ridiculous amount of  food. I 
don’t always eat all of  it. I cook 
for the week and that’s a good 
outlet. I go in my car and listen 
to music or I go out and meet 
with people. There’s nothing 
worse than being alone after a 
traumatic experience, which is 
hopefully what I’m having ev-
ery night on stage.”
 But the play is not without 
humor, Spelbring said.
 “There are moments where 
the family laughs together,” 
Spelbring said. “There are mo-
ments in tense situations where 
a character says something and 
lightens it up. It’s just them sort 
of  navigating through this new 
maze of  loss.”
 In order to illustrate the 
play’s complex weave of  emo-
tions, cast members engaged 
in preparations well in advance. 
Brendon Henderson, a fresh-
man who portrays Jason in the 
play, said he read through the 
script in October and began 
collecting police reports and 
school records in a binder and 
viewing them in the role of  Ja-
son.
 “You play a normal teenager, 
who is on the brink of  adult-
hood, on his way to college,” 
Henderson said. “I can relate 
to that. It’s really just looking 
at these characters that aren’t 
much different than you. The 
way I look at is, you don’t ever 
want to become the character. 
What you want to be is a vessel 
of  the character saying what it 
is that they want to say.”
 Further preparation for the 
play was dedicated to perfect-
ing the smallest details. From 
creating Danny’s robot com-
forter to an authentic private 
school badge obtained from 
New Rochelle, New York, for 
Henderson’s character, proper-
ties manager Trevor Flocco said 
care was taken to promote the 
play’s reality.
 “One of  actors goes through 
four beers in this show,” Flocco 
said. “I asked him what specif-
ically he thought his character 
would drink and he said ‘Sam 
Adams Boston Lager.’ Also, I 
had the actresses and actors 
(have) specific things in mind 
that they had already or asked 
me to find. And just going to 
the grocery store to find certain 
juices that look like wine.”
 The amount of  preparation 
put into the play to create a 
pseudo-reality also influenced 
the lives of  the actors.
 “As a person, it’s made me 
reevaluate my relationship with 
my family members,” Bordieri 
said, “and if  something were to 
happen, would I be happy with 
the last thing I said to them?”
 — katherine.l.larsen@
gmail.com
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environmentalists that are scientists to 
try and create blueprints for creating or 
solving problems that even back then 
already existed.”
 There’s been a growth in the past 
few decades, Koven said, where more 
artists are finishing school with science 
degrees, such as ecology and biology, 
and using those degrees in the creation 
of  functional art. In the past, however, 
artists were more inclined to work with 
scientists than to do the scientific meth-
odology themselves.
 “I feel like there’s a lot of  disconnect 
sometimes between the arts and the 
sciences,” said Ali Snow, an alumna 
working in the museum. “It’s cool that 
they’re kind of  building a relationship 
between the two, because there’s so 
much overlap you can do and each dis-
cipline kind of  enhances the other.”
 One of  the biggest similarities be-
tween the two fields, Koven said, was 
that they both work from intuitive per-
spectives and are creative in their prob-
lem-solving.
 “We’re both looking at the world 
around us and trying to make sense of  
it,” he said, “trying to show the invis-
ible and make it visible, trying to have 
people around us experience the same 
things we see, so it’s also about sharing 
that experience or that information or 
data.”
 The only difference he saw was that 
artists were more concerned with get-
ting their message across, through 
means such as metaphor, rhetoric, sat-
ire or even lies. Scientists, on the other 
hand, are more interested in making 
sure what they do is based on truth and 
provable facts to get their point across.
 The goal of  ArtsySTEM is to show 
the similarities between the two fields 
and to promote the ways they could 
combine.
 “I would say that the arts can bring 
more of  a creative, more like criti-
cal-thinking sort of  aspect to the scienc-
es,” Snow said, “and the sciences kind 
of  gives more structure and boundaries 
to the art. I think it, when you combine 
the two, has a kind of  synergistic effect 
and can become greater than the sum 
of  its parts.”
 Koven agreed.
 “I think the world is way too complex 
these days to just be approached from 
one direction or one philosophy or one 
type of  discipline,” he said. “So for me, 
art and science are natural. They just 
absolutely fit together because of  their 
desire to get to the truth and sort of  
make the unseen seen.
 In addition to the newly-opened Art-
sySTEM’s exhibit, NEHMA unveiled a 
second exhibit called “The Dorothy and 
Herbert Vogel Collection: 50 Works for 
50 States.”
 This exhibit is comprised of  50 
works of  art, donated by the Vogels to 
the state of  Utah. The collection hosts 
many mid 19th-century artworks from 
the beginning of  the minimalist and 
conceptual movements.
 “The Vogels, their emphasis in col-
lecting was conceptual artists and also 
artists that were up-and-coming, and 
a lot of  those artists now are really fa-
mous and really important in the world 
of  art,” Hansen said.
 Dorothy and Herbert Vogel started 
their collection as middle-class wage 
earners and passionate lovers of  art. 
In 1965, they decided to use Dorothy’s 
salary for living expenses and Herbert’s 
salary for buying and collecting art.
 “They ended up accumulating al-
most 5,000 objects and decided to do-
nate all of  it first to the National Gallery 
of  Art in Washington D.C.,” Snow said. 
“They didn’t have enough space for that 
much artwork so they decided that they 
wanted to donate 50 works of  art to 
each state in the United States, so 2,500 
works in total.”
 USU received the honor of  housing 
the collection gifted to Utah, and this is 
the first time all the pieces were shown 
together, Hansen said.
 NEHMA was founded in 1982 and 
has collected over 5,000 different art-
works over the years. It also hosts many 
traveling exhibits, events, talks and ed-
ucational programs.
 “Part of  its mission statement is 
works of  art that focus on modern and 
contemporary art and also art of  the 
western United States,” Hansen said.
 The other part of  the mission state-
ment is it to reach out to the communi-
ty through education, Snow said.
 “It has an amazing collection,” 
Koven said. “There’s some really great 
things that are going on, not just on 
campus, but also in the museum itself, 
and you really can go there to see things 
that you’ve never seen before and will 
probably never see again because they 
have such a unique collection.”
 The museum is open Tuesday 
through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Both exhibits will stay through the sum-
mer.
 “When I was a student, I was just 
working down the hall as a music stu-
dent and didn’t realize all the cool 
things that were going on in the muse-
um,” Snow said, “so I encourage stu-
dents to take a look at it.”
 — lormialor@gmail.com
‘Rabbit Hole’ burrows into audience’s emotions
Photo courtesy Whitney Schulte, Caine College of the Arts
SAVANNAH HUBBARD (LEFT) AND KENNY BORDIERI (RIGHT) portray Becca and Howie Corbett in 
the production of “Rabbit Hole” presented by the Caine College of the Arts and its theater department.
too much. The way this app 
works is if you play a song 
from your iTunes, you have 
three toilets on your screen 
and you tap them to make 
it look like they’re singing. It 
then saves it as a video and 
you get to enjoy the pure 
joy of having a music video 
with toilets singing. It may 
take you a few tries to get it 
down, but I mastered “Kate” 
by Ben Folds with a three-
part harmony and I am pret-
ty proud. It’s free, but you 
have to pay to remove ads. 
If you love fun and joy, get 
this app.
If you want more news 
about apps, pop culture and 
comics, check out my show 
PopCorn Culture on Fridays 
12-1 p.m. on Aggie Radio 
found at radio.usu.edu
— Riley Thompson studies 
marketing and is the Mar-
keting Director for Aggie 
Radio. He enjoys everything 
about pop culture but 
especially likes to write re-
views on comics and apps. 
He claims to be the No. 1 
Disney fan at USU and will 
challenge anyone who says 
otherwise. Contact him at 
rileymcmurdiethompson@
gmail.com.
Apps
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Annie Hall photo
ART COLLECTOR DOROTHY VOGEL stands near a portrait of 
her late husband, Herbert.
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 Coming off  a 9-16 record last sea-
son, the USU men’s tennis team has 
bounced back this season.
 The Aggies are 14-6 after starting 
7-0 and have six more matches to 
play. They have already faced six top-
100 Intercollegiate Tennis Associa-
tion teams, and will play three more 
before the season is done.
 USU even spent a few weeks 
ranked in the ITA top 100 themselves 
as No. 70, 71 and 73 before dropping 
out of  the ranks after a loss March 8.
 “When you set your sights to the 
top of  the mountain, you achieve 
little victories along the way,” said 
second-year head coach Sean Clancy 
after the initial rankings came out on 
January 28. “This ranking is a small 
victory for the current team and the 
goals we have set, but a giant leap for 
this program. It validates the belief  
we have in our players and the con-
fidence they have in each other. This 
is certainly not a stopping point for 
us, but a stepping stone towards the 
next goal.”
 Last season, Utah State went 0-7 in 
Mountain West play during its first 
season as part of  the conference and 
this season the team is 2-0. One win 
came at home against No. 70 San Di-
ego State and the other on the road 
against Fresno State. The conference 
schedule is backend heavy for the Ag-
gies as five of  their last six matches 
are against MW opponents.
 The Aggies are anchored by two se-
niors, Matt Sweet and Marcus Fritz. 
Jaime Barajas has stepped up to con-
tribute as a freshman. Sophomores 
Karan Salwan, Dennis Baumgartner 
and Jack Swindells are three of  five 
sophomores on the nine-man team. 
Swindells and Salwan are both trans-
fer students and bring valuable expe-
rience to a young team.
 Last week USU lost 4-3 at home to 
No. 59 San Francisco and this week-
end the team will battle conference 
rival No. 72 UNLV in Las Vegas.
 “It’s tough to lose 4-3, but I’m 
proud of  the guys for getting there,” 
Shields said after the loss. “Those are 
the moments when you want the ball 
on your racquet. It’s something we’re 
going to have to work on, where the 
guys are excited about the ball being 
on their racquet and the match com-
ing down to their court. That’s some-
thing that we’ve been working on as 
a team.”
 The MW tournament will be held 
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, start-
ing on April 22 and concluding on 
April 26.
 — kalen.s.taylor@gmail.com
Twitter: @kalen_taylor
Logan Jones
Nothin’ 
but 
net
Brackets 
busted
 This was not the year to play 
it safe.
 Being u l t ra -conser vat ive 
won’t get you far in any sport, 
but so much more the case 
when trying to predict the out-
comes of a single-elimination 
gauntlet that can just as easily 
end in teary-eyed piccolo play-
ers as it can in a national title.
 I filled out a bracket for two 
reasons this year — bragging 
rights at Christmas when I see 
my entire family gathered in 
one place and a good pick in 
my fantasy football draft this 
fall with the rest of my States-
man sports buddies.
 But there will be no bragging 
rights. There will be no good 
draft pick. There will only be 
smack-talk, mockery and fool-
ishly taking Jimmy Graham in 
the first round (again). 
 Because, like many of you 
reading this, my bracket is 
completely destroyed.
 “Busted” doesn’t even begin 
to approach the level of de-
scriptiveness needed to fully 
convey the sorry state of my 
bracket. It’s thrashed. It hurts 
to even look at. It has me legit-
imately worried about running 
out of sharpie.
 From the first batch of games 
you could tell the tournament 
was going to be insanity. Most 
brackets had already lost a 
pair of Sweet 16 teams before 
lunch on Thursday, as both 
Baylor and Iowa State man-
aged to lose first round games. 
It was a day of unprecedented 
amounts of upsets, one-point 
losses and perhaps the first 
game-winning goal-tended 
3-pointer in the history of bas-
ketball.
 But at least at that point there 
was still hope.
 Friday went according to 
plan, no need to light the 
bracket on fire and watch it 
burn into 10,000 charred em-
bers just yet. Friday, flat-out 
boring compared to the tour-
nament’s opening day, gave 
you the feeling that there may 
yet be order to all things col-
lege basketball.
 Friday freaking lied. College 
basketball makes no sense.
 Down went Kansas, look-
ing nothing short of lethargic 
against an interstate opponent 
that outplayed and out-hus-
tled them every minute of the 
game. Wichita State played a 
great game, so it was hard to 
be upset with the turnout even 
if it put my bracket in a precar-
ious position.
 Then came the dagger.
 Villanova, one of the only 
teams to win convincingly in 
the first round, took a dive 
and lost to NC State. That was 
the type of crushing blow you 
don’t recover from. NC State 
leveled my bracket like Kam 
Chancellor levels 49er tight 
ends. It was crippling. It had 
me wondering if it were even 
mathematically possible to 
beat my older brothers any-
more or even my 3-year-old 
nephew — it’s not, by the way.
 I guess that’s what makes the 
USU softball loses 
third straight
 Four pitchers, 13 runs and a 
fifth-inning mercy rule made 
for one long afternoon for Utah 
State softball.
 The Aggies dropped their 
third straight game Wednesday 
to a visiting Idaho State team 
that produced runs at will, 
crushing the home team 13-3.
 Though USU’s conference 
standing remains unaffected, 
the loss drops the Aggies to an 
overall record of  9-20 as they ap-
proach a three-game road trip to 
Nevada this weekend.
 “We’ve got to be able to grow 
and learn from this,” said USU 
head coach Steve Johnson. 
“We’re going to flush this game 
and get on the road to Reno 
tomorrow and get ready to be 
back in conference games.”
 Idaho State scored once in 
the first inning before heating 
up in the second, putting the 
Aggies in a 5-0 hole before USU 
star pitcher Noelle Johnson was 
relieved by sophomore Alleyah 
Armendariz.
 The Bengals offense contin-
ued the onslaught in the third 
inning, crossing home plate 
another four times before fresh-
man pitcher Paige Mills was giv-
en her first career appearance 
at the mound. Mills closed the 
inning without any further dam-
age done before giving up four 
runs of  her own in the fourth.
 After abusing every Utah State 
pitcher who took the mound for 
three-straight innings, Idaho 
State managed to run the score 
up to 13-0 before USU was final-
ly able to put its offense togeth-
er.
 In the bottom of  the fourth, 
freshman catcher Brina Butta-
cavoli hit a line drive to center 
field, bringing home Johnson 
for the Aggies’ first score. A 
passed ball followed by a ground 
out from junior outfielder Sarah 
Chow allowed Buttacavoli and 
senior third baseman Nicole 
Arata to cut into ISU’s sizeable 
lead, bringing the score to 13-3 
at the start of  the fifth.
 Freshman Jordyn McCracken 
was able to hold the Bengals 
scoreless in the fifth, but the Ag-
gies failed to close the gap, end-
ing the game two innings early.
 “I think we need to do a bet-
ter job of  not getting down right 
away,” Chow said. “Even if  it’s 
a couple runs at the beginning, 
there’s still a lot of  game left.”
 Chow, who leads USU in bat-
ting average and on-base per-
centage this season, earned two 
hits in three at-bats on an oth-
erwise quiet day for the Aggie 
offense. Despite what is now a 
three-game losing skid for USU, 
Chow says the upcoming week-
end could be an opportunity to 
get the Aggies back in the win 
column.
 “The biggest thing is to bounce 
back,” Chow said. “Nevada is 
definitely a very beatable team, 
so we should get our minds 
right. We should be able to get 
good wins against them.”
 — logantjones@
aggiemail.usu.edu
 Twitter: @logantj
4By Logan Jones 
asst. sports editor
Logan Jones photo
SARAH CHOW RUNS THE BASES during the game against Idaho State on Wednesday. The Ag-
gies gave up 13 runs over the first three innings and lost the game. Next up for Utah State will be a triple 
header at Nevada on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
VICTORIA SAUCEDO WATCHES A PITCH go past and into the catchers glove. USU got base 
hits in each of the first three innings but was unable to score until the fourth.  At that point in the game, 
the Aggies were unable to make a comeback.
Logan Jones photo
Exceding expectations: Men’s tennis finishing off  bounce-back season
4By Kalen Taylor
sports editor
KARAN SALWAN STRETCHES OUT for a return shot along the baseline while playing San 
Francisco on Friday. The Aggies lost 4-3 against San Francisco and have six more matches before the 
conference tournament on April 22. 
Kylee Larsen photo
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SUMMER 
 SEMESTER HAS  
 CHANGED
HERE IS WHAT 
YOU'LL EXPERIENCE:
SIMPLIFIED $282 FLAT TUITION & FEES PER CREDIT*
As usual, there is no additional cost for credits 13-18.
MORE DEPTH AND BREADTH COURSES
BETTER CLASS SCHEDULES
NEW 7-WEEK SESSIONS
1st session May 11-June 26 
 2nd session June 29-Aug. 14
NO FRIDAY CLASSES 
(for 14-week semester courses)
NO CLASSES BEFORE 8:00 AM
* These are ESTIMATED in-state Undergraduate tuition & fees. Official 2015-2016 tuition & fees will not be available until April 2015.
$846*
CREDIT 
COURSES X $2823
SAVE $457*
FLAT RATE TUITION
REGISTRATION 
BEGINS APRIL 1
tournament so great and terrible. It makes 
you dig out your Ole Miss gear from your 
time in Oxford to will them to victory over 
BYU. You find yourself a fan of the Dayton 
Flyers as if you’ve been cheering them on 
your entire life. You marvel at UCLA still 
dancing even though many thought they 
ought not to have danced.
 You gleefully watch LSU lose in the first 
round, suddenly realizing that you loathe 
more athletes and teams than you ever 
thought possible. You find yourself desper-
ately hoping for a Wichita State vs. Kentucky 
rematch, because the Shockers could have 
a revenge game up their sleeve after what 
happened to their would-be perfect season.
 And, even when your entire bracket is in 
shambles, you still find yourself captivated 
by every win and every loss to every school 
in the country for an entire month. Besides 
Villanova actually playing like it’s a No.1 
seed, what more could a sports fan ask for?
 — Logan Jones is a junior majoring in 
journalism. His young nephew Taylor filled 
out his bracket by picking numbered sticky 
notes, and currently has a score of 46 on 
CBS (460 on ESPN). Send comments or 
questions to logantjones@aggiemail.usu.
edu or tweet at him @Logantj.
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APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Brooklane Apartments Now Renting 2015-16. 
Private Bedrooms. Comcast TV and High Speed 
Internet Included. As low as $550 for Summer and 
$2890 for school year. (no smoking/drinking/pets) 
Come see at 645 E 900 N #1(manager) or call 
435-753-7227. http://www.brooklane-apartments.
com/
SUMMER CONTRACTS AVAILABLE!! (May 
4-August 27) As low as $550 SUMMER at  
Brooklane Apartments.  Private bedrooms, 
Comcast TV and High Speed Internet included.  
No Smoking, Drinking or Pets.  Close to USU, 
stadium and Spectrum.  Just the right time to sign 
up.  Applications available at www.brooklane-
apartments.com.  Come see at 645 East 900 
North, #1 (Manager) or call 435-753-7227. 
AFTON 
APARTMENTS - 
AFFORDABLE 
PRIVATE BED & 
BATH HOUSING. 
Now accepting 
Summer 2015 ($500-
$630) & Fall/Spring 
Applicants ($2500-
$2700). Bring your 
friends! 4 people 
per apartment. 
Applications available at 564 E 400 N, Logan, UT 
(in the Laundry Room). Missions Realty Inc - (435) 
994-0075.
Brentwood, Lynwood, Edgewood  Private 
Bedroom/Bathroom, Washer/Dryer, Furnished, 
Dishwasher, Microwave, Internet, Cable.  From 
$600 Entire Summer!  Call or text (435) 770-7826 
or visit our website @ www.logancrestwoods.com 
for more information.
STORAGE
Moving? Don’t haul your things home.
Storage units starting at $29 per month.
Visit www.CacheValleyStorage.com or call South 
Cache Storage 435-755-5052
ANNOUNCEMENTS
OLD ROCK CHURCH 
BED & BREAKFAST. 
Book online at 
OldRockChurch.com or 
call (435) 752-3432.
WEDDING IN 2015? 
Come see us and plan 
your special Wedding, 
Luncheon &/or Reception. 
Visit OldRockChurch.com 
or call (435)752-3432.
Brackets
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ditions at USU are split, with the SAA running 
traditions such as True Aggie Night and Miss USU 
while USUSA puts on events such as the Robins 
Awards and Mr. USU.
 “I think what we want to do is to move away 
from ‘these are an organization’s traditions’ to 
‘these are Utah State’s tradition,’” said Douglas 
Fiefia, USUSA president.
 Nevertheless, there are concerns about there 
not being a specific outline defining the responsi-
bilities for the new position.
 “I disagree with voting on adding a position that 
does not have a written charter, a finalized plan 
of  action with the advisors, the two organizations 
collaboration plan and the plan for the scholarship 
and compensation differences,” said Program-
ming Vice President Zoe Fairbairn in an email to 
The Utah Statesman.
 Fairbairn was the only executive council mem-
ber to vote against the legislation.
 Fairbairn said while she does like the addition 
of  the position, she voted against it because all of  
the details were not clear yet.
 “I have worked with the Programming office of  
USUSA for the past four years with a heavy focus 
on Traditions,” she wrote. “Not knowing what 
will happen to the traditions aspect of  both SAA 
and USUSA led to my vote. I do believe that the 
addition of  the SAA President to EC will aid with 
collaboration, and I have the utmost faith that the 
organizations will come to a conclusion that will 
work out.”
 Dave Clark, associate vice president of  the alum-
ni association and Oakman Kennedy, recently ap-
pointed 2015-16 SAA president, came to the meet-
ing to express their support of  the addition.
 Jamison Olsen, the 2013-14 SAA president, also 
expressed his concerns about keeping SAA unique 
from USUSA but did not say he was against the 
change.
 Britnee Bromley, current SAA president, wrote 
in an email to The Utah Statesman that she sup-
ports the idea.
 “I believe that this change has the potential to 
benefit both organizations and assist in fulfilling 
the goals and mission of  each,” she wrote. “The 
mission of  the Student Alumni Association is to 
create lifelong Aggies, to get students thinking 
about how they can — and should — remain in-
volved in the university long after graduation.”
 But Bromley said she’s concerned about the po-
sition being elected by the student body instead of  
appointed.
 “This knowledge and skill-set is something that 
I feel must be learned over time while serving in 
lower-level positions, while working your way up 
to serving in a presidential capacity,” she wrote. 
“Putting that position in the hands of  somebody 
who may have just won the election due to a catchy 
campaign slogan definitely makes me a little un-
easy.”
 Fiefia said that this addition will help the stu-
dents and both organizations.
 “Students will now know about opportunities 
of  how to network with alumni,” he said.
 Depth Course requirement removal
 The executive council also unanimously voted 
to remove the completion of  depth courses as a 
requirement to graduate as it acts as a “graduation 
barrier.” Council members felt the requirement 
doesn’t serve its original purpose for students to 
gain depth in a field.
 Of  the spring 2014 graduating class, 38 per-
cent of  students took Arts Symposium to fulfill 
the depth humanities and creative arts credit, 40 
percent took Natural Disasters to fulfill the depth 
physical science credit and 50 percent of  students 
took Family Finance to fulfill depth social science 
credit.
 “I would rather take a course that I am interest-
ed in and that I would put effort into rather than 
just checking a box,” Fiefia said.
 The proposal will now go to the Staters Council, 
which consists of  USU President Stan Albrecht, 
the provosts, the vice presidents and the executive 
council. College deans will also be invited to weigh 
in on the academic issue.
 “This really convenes any time there is a need 
for students to voice a certain opinion about a poli-
cy or a change,” Fiefia said. “Usually when a resolu-
tion is passed that needs further deliberation and 
counsel, it goes to Staters Council.”
 Assisting with funding Mental Health Week
 The executive council also voted to give $1,000 
in funding for Mental Health Week. The initial re-
quest was to fund the remaining amount, which 
exceeded $2,000, but the council felt funding for 
the week would be adequate without the remain-
der paid by USUSA.
 — dahdahjm@gmail.com
USUSA
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Humanists more inclusive than feminists
 I believe in the equal politi-
cal, social, educational and pro-
fessional rights of women. I also 
believe in the equal political, 
social, education and profes-
sional rights of men. I believe 
that any human, regardless of 
gender, sexual orientation, race 
or socioeconomic background 
should have the same rights as 
any other person. I believe that 
most people would agree with 
this. And yet, we still have fem-
inists and meninsts and racists 
and bigots. 
 Here’s why I don’t want to 
be a feminist: I want to be a hu-
manist.
 More than anything, I want 
to fight for every human to be 
treated as a human by all the 
other humans. We are one 
species. We are connected on 
a biological level. How does it 
make sense to judge someone 
for something they were born 
with, or to only fight for one 
specific group?
 Maya An-
gelou said, 
“People will 
forget what 
you said. Peo-
ple will forget 
what you did. 
But people 
will never 
forget how 
you made 
them feel.” 
The greatest 
thing some-
one can do in 
this world is 
make some-
one feel like they are cared 
about, that they matter, that if 
they were to suddenly leave this 
world it would be noticed. We 
owe it to our species to care for 
each other, regardless of how 
we were born. We cannot do 
this if we focus on our hate to-
ward one group or on the dis-
respect toward our own group, 
perceived or otherwise.
 In one word: 
love. To be a human-
ist and fight for the 
rights of any and all 
humans, you need 
love. If you can focus 
on someone’s real in-
tention and not how 
they might come 
across, if you can see 
the good in someone 
instead of their mis-
takes, if you can for-
give, if you can open 
yourself up to lov-
ing another person, 
hate will dissipate. If 
each of us could dissolve our 
hate into love, then maybe we 
wouldn’t need feminists or me-
ninists. We would see more 
equality grow naturally.
 Nelson Mandela said, “To 
deny people their human rights 
is to challenge their very hu-
manity.” The big word in hu-
manity is human. Even here 
at Utah State, we are guilty of 
forgetting that we are all hu-
man and all going through the 
same core experience. Can we 
all just start assuming that every 
single one of us is stressed and 
stretched too thin and dealing 
with more than we think we can 
handle? Put aside our opinions 
and biases. We are all humans 
and we deserve to feel loved 
and accepted.
 The world isn’t perfect, but 
as we begin to fill in society’s 
gaps as the older generations 
retire and move on to the next 
step, I believe beginning a lega-
cy of love will change the world 
for better.
 — Kasey Van Dyke is a five-
year sophomore who can’t 
make up her mind about a 
major. Currently she is studying 
physics. That may change next 
week. She enjoys Diet Coke 
and South Park. Contact her at 
kaseyvandyke2@gmail.com.
Kasey Van Dyke
Real 
talk
 All letters may be 
shortened, edited or 
rejected for reasons 
of good taste, redun-
dancy or volume of 
similar letters.
 No anonymous let-
ters will be published. 
Writers must sign all 
letters and include 
a phone number 
or e-mail address 
as well as a student 
identification num-
ber (none of which 
is published). Letters 
will not be printed 
without this verifica-
tion.
 Letters can be hand 
delivered or mailed 
to The Statesman in 
the TSC, Room 311, 
or can be emailed to: 
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.
Mariah Noble
editor-in-chief
———
Jeffrey Dahdah
news editor
Manda Perkins
asst. news editor
———
Noelle Johansen
features editor
Katherine Lambert
asst. features editor
———
Kalen Taylor
sports editor
Logan Jones
asst. sports editor
———
Kylee Larsen
phtoto editor
Annie Hall
asst. photo editor
———
Mikayla Kapp
design editor
Opinions on this 
page (columns, let-
ters) unless otherwise 
identified are not from 
Utah Statesman staff, 
but from a wide vari-
ety of members of 
the campus commu-
nity who have strong 
opinions, just like you. 
This is an open forum. 
Want to write some-
thing? Contact us:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.
The 
Board
The 
Page
Letters 
to the 
editor
Spirit Squad
Big Blue
Tryouts
April 1st 4:30 pm
USU Spectrum
Aggiette Cheer
April 2nd - 4th April 2nd - 4th
For more information, please visit: 
http://www.usu.edu/ususa/spiritsquad/auditions.cfm 
or call (435) 797-8421
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Calendar
Ben Ely | junior |
marketing| Salt Lake City
This issue dedicated to:Thursday, March 26
High: 61 | Low: 34 | Par t ly cloudy
• Free Financial Planning Seminar | Library Audito-
rium | Free, 5:30 pm
• Baroque Band | USU Performance Hall, USU 
Campus | $10-$24. $10 for students with ID, 
7:30 pm
• Rabbit Hole | Black Box Theatre | $8-$13. 
Adult: $13, Senior (Ages 60+): $10, Youth: $10, 
USU Faculty/Staff: $8, USU Student - FREE! 
(USU stud, 7:30 pm
• Merit | Why Sound | $6, 8:00 pm
• The Changing Climates of the Arts and Sciences 
| Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free, 
All Day
• Crafting a Continuum: Rethinking Contemporary 
Craft | Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | 
Free, All Day
• Fifty Works for Fifty States | Nora Eccles Harri-
son Museum of Art | Free, All Day
• Where We Live | Logan Fine Art Gallery | Free, 
All Day
Friday, March 27
High: 68 | Low: 37 | Sunny
• Utah Dance Fest 2014 | Dee Glen Smith Spec-
trum | $7-$12. Spectator pricing also has family 
passes available., 9:00 am
• Story Time | North Logan City Library | Free, 
10:00 am
• Storytime at Willow ParkZoo | Willow Park Zoo, 
Logan UT | $0.50, 11:30 am
• Zumbathon for Homeless Animals | Whittier 
Community Center | $10, 6:00 pm
• American Festival Chorus | Ellen Eccles The-
ater-Cache Valley Center for the Arts | $12-$20. 
No discounts for this performance, 7:30 pm
• Rabbit Hole | Black Box Theatre | $8-$13. 
Adult: $13, Senior (Ages 60+): $10, Youth: $10, 
USU Faculty/Staff: $8, USU Student - FREE! 
(USU stud, 7:30 pm
• Curtis Wardle | Why Sound | $5, 8:00 pm
• The Antics Comedy Improv | Utah Festival Op-
era & Musical Theatre | $5, 9:30 pm
• The Changing Climates of the Arts and Sciences 
| Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free, 
All Day
• Crafting a Continuum: Rethinking Contemporary 
Craft | Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | 
Free, All Day
• Fifty Works for Fifty States | Nora Eccles Harri-
son Museum of Art | Free, All Day
• Where We Live | Logan Fine Art Gallery  | Free, 
All Day
Saturday, March 28
High: 70 | Low: 34 | Sunny
• Utah Dance Fest 2014 | Dee Glen Smith Spec-
trum | $7-$12. Spectator pricing also has family 
passes available., 9:00 am
• 4th Annual Strengthening Families Symposium | 
Bridgerland Applied Technology College: Logan 
Campus | Free, 9:00 am
• The Spirit of Innovation | Caine Performance 
Hall - Utah State University | $7-$8. $7 for cur-
rent high school students, $8 for general admis-
sion, 9:00 am
• 5th Annual Braveheart 5k/10k & Children’s Fun 
Run | USU Between the TSC and Institute Build-
ing Race Course | $15, 9:00 am
• Oriental Brush Painting | Bullen Center | $20, 
10:00 am
• Children’s Renaissance Faire  |Whittier Commu-
nity Center | $5, 12:00 pm
• Rabbit Hole | Black Box Theatre | $8-$13. 
Adult: $13, Senior (Ages 60+): $10, Youth: $10, 
USU Faculty/Staff: $8, USU Student - FREE! 
(USU stud, 2:00 pm
• Help, Help, the Globolinks | Kent Concert Hall, 
Chase Fine Arts Center, USU Campus | $0-$10, 
2:00 pm
• Elite Hall Benefit Dance | Elite Hall | $10, 7:00 
pm 
• Rabbit Hole | Black Box Theatre | $8-$13. 
Adult: $13, Senior (Ages 60+): $10, Youth: $10, 
USU Faculty/Staff: $8, USU Student - FREE! 
(USU stud, 7:30 pm
• Mary Anne Huntsman | Chase Fine Arts Cen-
ter-Utah State University | Free, 7:30 pm
• Help, Help, the Globolinks | Kent Concert Hall, 
Chase Fine Arts Center, USU Campus | $0-$10, 
7:30 pm
• Pikes Go Green Jungle Dance Party | Pi Kappa 
Alpha of USU | $3, 9:00 pm
Submit events at usustatesman.com/events.
Medical crises deserve respect
 I don’t remember the day I 
found out I was adopted. My 
parents never sat me down 
on the living room couch for 
a grand reveal or sent flowers 
with a “Sorry we never told 
you, but you’re adopted” card.
 I grew up knowing that I 
don’t share genes with my 
mother and father. This wasn’t 
abnormal to me as adoption 
is common in my family — my 
younger brother and sister, 
as well as five of my cousins, 
were also adopted. And I nev-
er saw them any differently 
than being my blood-related 
family, which I still to this day defend 
against anyone who tries to question 
that legitimacy.
 My mother knew in her pre-adoles-
cent years that there were problems 
with the child-forming function of her 
body. Excruciating menstrual cycles kept 
her bedridden once a month, forcing 
her to put life on pause for a solid week. 
Her maternal grandmother was diag-
nosed with ovarian cancer in her 40s, 
which increased my mother’s chances 
of the cancer down the road. So when 
her doctor and surgeon recommended 
she have a hysterectomy at 30 years old, 
she agreed.
 My mother said she strongly felt 
that she would one day raise a family, 
so she accepted this recommendation 
with courage. Although this procedure 
meant the end of her biological ability to 
bare children, she was aware of anoth-
er option: adoption. 
Though faced with a 
devastating medical 
proposal, she was 
comfortable with her 
life plan and that she 
would make things 
work. Cue the en-
trance of my siblings 
and I into the world.
 My mother’s 
story isn’t meant to 
de-legitimize the ex-
perience of many 
women around the 
world who have to 
make the decision 
between their health and the chance 
of biological children. Losing the abili-
ty to create life is devastating for some 
women — it’s the definite closing of a 
chapter. So when I read Angelina Jolie’s 
published journal entry about the re-
moval of her ovaries, I jumped for joy. 
I imagined the impact it would have on 
the many women struggling to come to 
terms with difficult reproductive choic-
es.
 Jolie’s account touched me in a deep-
ly personal way. We often forget that 
celebrities are also made of flesh and 
bone, whose bodies are also prone to 
horrendous health issues, like cancer. 
I applaud Jolie’s choice to share this 
deeply-personal narrative because it le-
gitimizes the stories of the people who 
share her experience — people like my 
mother.
 I’m an obvious advocate for adop-
tion. I align myself with pro-choice ide-
ologies which for me means educating 
families on all options available when it 
comes to family planning and reproduc-
tive choice. Adopting children isn’t the 
right path for everyone, just as having 
children isn’t right for everyone. But I 
hope that any women, men and couples 
of any orientation who are struggling in 
their journey to create a family know this 
one thing: Your biological function does 
not dictate your ability to be a parent. 
Whether you decide to adopt, foster or 
informally take other people’s children 
under your wing, your ability to be a nur-
turing figure in a child’s life is not bound 
by the ability of your body to produce 
them.
 Maybe my family’s story isn’t worthy 
of a star-studded movie or the premise 
of a book. Or maybe you’ll discount 
everything I’ve said because I’ve never 
had children and haven’t experienced 
infertility myself. But I hope our story 
resonates with someone out there who 
is in the process of coming to terms with 
the loss of that biological function. You 
are not alone. In whatever choice you 
make when trying to build a family, I 
hope you find comfort knowing that 
there are countless women and families 
who have struggled and agonized over 
the same obstacles you are facing. Your 
pain is legitimate.
— Manda Perkins is a senior majoring 
in journalism. She’d love to hear com-
ments or feedback, which can be sent 
to manda.perkins@hotmail.com.
Manda Perkins
Asst. 
news 
editor
  Thursday
•  Global Picnic
 11 a.m. TSC 
 Patio
• Cookies with 
 Dean Allen
 11 a.m. Old 
 Main East 
 Entrance
  Friday
•  ROTC Obstacle 
Course
 11 a.m. Grass 
 between BNR 
 and ECC
• Slam Poet Night
 (USUSA sponsored)
 7 p.m. TSC 
 Ballroom
CHaSS WEEK
127 YEARS
